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Key findings

This study was designed to explore the enabling features of Psychologically Informed Planned Environments (PIPEs) through qualitative research in three case study pilot sites.

- There are a number of lessons from the case study PIPEs about the key enabling features of the PIPE model. Establishing and maintaining safe and supportive relationships between staff and prisoners/residents of Approved Premises (APs) were seen as key, with offenders highlighting the importance of staff availability and respectful day-to-day interaction. Other key features included taking a more collaborative approach to PIPE management and organisation, as well as providing formal support mechanisms for offenders through regular personal officer/key worker sessions, structured groups, creative sessions and informal activities.

- PIPE staff need to have an understanding of, and comply with, the PIPE way of working. This can be facilitated by a clearly defined team who receive training and clinical supervision together. A key lesson from the case study sites is that inconsistent approaches and variable commitment by staff can undermine helpful interaction with prisoners/AP residents. To this end the Clinical Lead has a key role in supporting and developing staff. Recruiting appropriately skilled staff to these roles is also central to effective PIPE delivery.

- Communication about PIPEs needs to filter through all levels of operation so that there is appropriate strategic leadership within establishments as well as a comprehensive understanding across frontline staff. This helps ensure that the PIPE is supported both by those working within it and throughout the wider establishment/probation area. This is particularly important when non-PIPE staff have the potential to undermine the PIPE ethos or pursue goals in conflict with it. Communication also needs to extend to potential residents so they are clear about the purpose and parameters of the PIPE.

- Another lesson learnt from the case studies is that having non-PIPE prisoners (or ‘lodgers’) on the unit can undermine the potential impact of the PIPE in prisons. It may be impractical to create units that are exclusively occupied by PIPE prisoners in the early phase of PIPE development, but attention needs to be given to the impact of the mix of prisoners on the ethos and delivery of the PIPE. The long term objective is to provide a population of prisoners who meet the criteria of the PIPEs specification.
Research summary

Background
Psychologically Informed Planned Environments (PIPEs) form a key part of the offender Personality Disorder (PD) strategy (Department of Health (DH) & National Offender Management Service (NOMS) 2011). At the time of the research, NOMS and the NHS were supporting six pilot PIPE sites; two in male prisons, two in female prisons and two probation Approved Premises (APs). A further site in a male prison came on board during the project.

PIPEs are specifically designed, contained environments where staff members have additional training to develop an increased psychological understanding of their work. This understanding enables them to create an enhanced safe and supportive environment, which can facilitate the development of those who live there. PIPEs are designed to have a particular focus on the environment in which they operate, and actively recognise the importance and quality of relationships and interactions. They aim to maximise ordinary situations and to approach these in a psychologically informed way, paying attention to interpersonal difficulties, including issues that might be linked to PD (NOMS & DH, 2012).

PIPEs are not a treatment intervention, instead they are designed to enable offenders to progress through a pathway of intervention, maintaining developments that have previously been achieved, and supporting transition and personal development at significant stages of their pathway (NOMS & DH, 2012). Within the prison setting, the field test of the PIPEs model is applied in the delivery of progression units for offenders who have recently completed high intensity offending behaviour and treatment programmes. For the field test in the community, the PIPE approach is applied to existing offender populations in APs.

Research design
NatCen Social Research conducted qualitative research to examine the key enabling features of PIPEs. The aim was not to evaluate pilot PIPEs, but to provide an objective articulation of PIPEs activity and identify its key ingredients. The research also identified lessons learnt from the pilots which are discussed here to help inform future delivery.

Three pilot sites were purposively selected to be case studies: a sexual offenders’ wing in a male prison; an AP accommodating men convicted of violent offences (though not exclusively); and a unit in a female prison. Fieldwork involved in-depth interviews and mini-group discussions with strategic and operational staff, in-depth interviews with prisoners.
and AP residents, and video observations of key PIPE activities. A workshop was then held and attended by NOMS and NHS stakeholders as well as representatives from all seven pilot sites. As this is a qualitative study, the prevalence of particular views and experiences cannot be estimated.

Key findings

PIPE delivery
The PIPE approach draws on a number of theoretical models, with a core focus throughout on the importance and quality of relating and relationships (NOMS & DH, 2012). Staff and prisoners/AP residents identified the following as key elements of the PIPE model:

**Establishing and maintaining improved relationships and interaction**

- **Staff actions and behaviours:** Examples included: staff looking to understand offenders’ challenging behaviour and address underlying meaning and issues; an emphasis on respectful communication and interaction; staff spending time with prisoners/AP residents informally and getting involved in PIPE activities; and accommodating their ideas and suggestions where possible.

- PIPE staff need to have an understanding of, and comply with, the PIPE way of working. This can be facilitated by a full, consistent and clearly defined team who receive training and clinical supervision together. A key lesson from the case study sites is that inconsistent approaches and variable commitment by staff can undermine the quality of interaction with prisoners/AP residents. To this end the Clinical Lead has a key role in supporting and developing staff. Recruiting appropriately skilled staff to these roles is also central to effective PIPE delivery.

- **Interaction between prisoners/AP residents:** It was felt that prisoner/AP resident interaction was better across the case study sites than in comparable non-PIPE units, and prisoners were felt to be calmer and less hierarchical. While this was also true of the AP to an extent, it was felt that the relatively high turnover of residents, many of whom spent much of the day off the PIPE, posed a challenge. The planned activities offered by the PIPE, such as structured groups and creative sessions, were felt to facilitate healthy interaction between residents.
The physical environment was also an important enabling factor. The housing of the PIPE unit in a distinct and self-contained area was felt to encourage positive communication and helped prisoners to form a more cohesive group. Informal places for interaction were seen as playing a key role in normalising interaction and enabling responsible and co-operative behaviours.

Staff were very mindful of the destabilising impact some prisoners/AP residents could have, and some were felt unsuitable for the PIPE in terms of their motivation or attitude towards the PIPE approach. Prison PIPEs sometimes housed ‘lodgers’ alongside PIPE prisoners, as capacity issues in the wider establishment meant they were not permitted to have empty cells. At this initial stage of PIPE development it was inevitable that this mix of prisoners diluted the PIPE experience and was not in keeping with NOMS and DH guidance (2012).

**Formalised support for offenders**

This centred on a personal officer/key worker meeting regularly with their prisoner/AP resident to discuss: their experience of the PIPE; instances of positive or negative behaviour and factors underpinning them; their history in terms of personal life, offending behaviour and any treatment experiences, and plans for the future. PIPE prisoners and AP residents were generally positive about these relationships, and particularly where staff were open, honest, non-judgmental and shared their own experiences. Challenges identified included: shift patterns or other commitments limiting staff availability; inconsistent approaches and variable commitment between different staff; and balancing support with a monitoring role – this needed to be managed carefully with prisoners/AP residents to maintain trust. In the AP there was the additional need to maintain consistency between the personal officer/key worker and Offender Manager.

**Behavioural monitoring and management**

There is a concern that some offenders who complete high intensity programmes may not have applied this learning to practice. The PIPE is designed to ‘test out’ offenders by monitoring how they function in a supportive environment, both day-to-day and in planned activities (NOMS & DH, 2012). PIPE staff play a key role in monitoring and documenting offenders’ progress (or lack of) and identify parallel offending behaviours. PIPE prisoners and AP residents were described as being fully aware of the observation and monitoring function of the PIPE, but in some cases this was felt to have had a negative impact on their trust in PIPE officers. As with other
aspects of PIPE delivery, having a consistent approach across staff was considered important, and not without its challenges.

Emerging impacts
Staff felt that the intended outcomes of PIPEs had not been clearly communicated. In the case study prison sites this may have been exacerbated by the Clinical Lead not being in post at the start of implementation to explain the aims and intended outcomes of PIPEs as outlined in the Service Specification documents (NOMS, 2010a; NOMS, 2010b). However, both staff and prisoners/AP residents suggested a range of emerging impacts arising from PIPEs. It is important to highlight that the research took place shortly after implementation and while the PIPEs were still developing. Therefore all possible impacts, and specified outcomes, will not have been fully realised or understood at this stage.

- Greater opportunity to communicate in formal and informal settings was felt to have led to improved relationships between prisoners/AP residents. This was demonstrated by offenders recognising when others were in need of support. Staff also reported that there was less bullying on PIPE units than on other prison wings.

- Enhanced contact through personal officer/key worker sessions, structured groups, creative sessions, and informal interaction were felt to have led to better quality relationships between staff and prisoners/AP residents. Staff reported that these opportunities had helped to build rapport with offenders, which in turn enabled staff to be better able to challenge them about their behaviour. It was also noted that more positive relationships with PIPE staff provided a model for offenders of how to interact with staff from other settings, as well as services on release.

- PIPE prisoners/AP residents were felt to have taken more responsibility for their actions and behaviours. Within the AP, staff felt that there had been a decline in the number of recalls and that compliance with licence conditions had improved. However, some staff queried whether these reductions were actually more a result of changes to staff behaviour, in terms of staff reporting fewer incidents rather than fewer incidents taking place.

- Offenders reported that positive reinforcement from PIPE staff was a factor in helping them to maintain treatment gains. However, staff also acknowledged the limitations of PIPE units in addressing ongoing complex and problematic behaviours.
1. **Introduction**

1.1 **Policy context and background**

Awareness of the high levels of mental health need amongst offenders has increased considerably during the last decade (Singleton et al, 1998). Of particular concern has been the treatment of offenders with personality disorder (PD), and in 2009 the Bradley Report recommended that an interdepartmental strategy should be developed for the management of all levels of PD, through custody and into the community (Department of Health (DH), 2009). It was recognised that offenders who completed treatment were moved to an ordinary location in mainstream prison, only to find that they were not psychologically equipped to deal with change. These offenders required more support to help integrate and reflect on what they had learnt. Consideration was therefore given to provision of a new pathway of care that would provide offenders with an opportunity to put their new skills into practice (Bolger & Turner, 2013). Part of the Government’s response was the development of Psychologically Informed Planned Environments (PIPEs), which now form a key part of the offender PD strategy (National Offender Management Service (NOMS) & DH, 2012).

At the time of the research, NOMS and NHS were supporting six pilot PIPE sites; two in male prisons, two in female prisons and two probation Approved Premises (APs). A further site in a male prison was introduced during the pilot. Within the prison setting, PIPEs are progression units for offenders who have recently completed offending behaviour and treatment programmes, primarily those of high intensity such as the Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder programme (DSPD), Democratic Therapeutic Communities (DTCs), and other accredited programmes such as the Healthy Relationships Programme (HRP). In the community the PIPE approach is applied to existing offender populations in APs. PIPEs are not a treatment, instead they are designed to enable offenders to progress through a pathway of intervention, maintaining developments that have previously been achieved, and supporting transition and personal development at significant stages of their pathway (NOMS & DH, 2012).

PIPEs are specifically designed, contained environments where staff receive ongoing training to develop an increased psychological understanding of their work and of more complex behaviours. PIPEs are designed to have a particular focus on developing an enabling
environment, which emphasises the importance and quality of relationships and interactions. They aim to maximise ordinary situations and to approach these in a psychologically informed way, paying attention to interpersonal difficulties and avoiding reinforcement of asocial or emotionally destructive behaviours. While it is not a requirement that offenders have a diagnosis of PD, the aim is to provide a pathway option for those who are likely to have a PD and meet the eligibility criteria for the PD pathway.

The intended service outcomes for PIPEs are as follows (NOMS & DH, 2012):

- Reduced sexual or violent re-offending as part of the wider PD strategy;
- A workforce that is confident working with complex needs such as PD;
- Improved (or sustained) levels of institutional behaviour;
- Improved psychological health of offenders;
- Effective movement through a clear pathway of intervention;
- Improved staff/offender relationships; and
- Sustained benefits gained through treatment programmes or a period in custody.

The PIPE model offers additional structures and planned components to support its functioning and to provide opportunities for psychologically informed practice to take place:

- **Structured groups** designed to address criminogenic need. These aim to help offenders consolidate and integrate what they have learned earlier in their sentence. In APs, where residents might not have addressed their offending behaviour, these groups have a pro-social focus to support resettlement needs.

- **Creative sessions** that help offenders work towards their goals, developed using a ‘Good Lives’ approach (discussed below). These sessions enable prisoners/AP residents to have social interaction whilst retaining focus on a task, and provide staff with an opportunity to observe and monitor their interactions in a less formal or structured environment. Activities might include promoting competition between offenders and opportunities to explore and reflect on creative talents. Any activity needs to comply with standards for acceptable activity within NOMS and will focus on supporting and monitoring relational activity.

---

1. Enabling environments are defined as places where: positive relationships promote well-being for all participants; people experience a sense of belonging; people can learn new ways of relating; contributions of all parties are recognised and respected; and where it is recognised that carers also need to be cared for (NOMS & DH, 2012). The Enabling Environment Award can be obtained by environments that meet required standards set out by the Royal College of Psychiatrists Centre for Quality Improvement (CCQI).

2. Men assessed as presenting a high likelihood of violent or sexual offence repetition and a high/very high risk of serious harm to others, and women with a current offence of violence against the person, criminal damage including arson or sexual offence and assessed as presenting a high risk of committing another serious offence.
• Regular **personal officer/key worker sessions** to help enhance existing relationships between offenders and staff, as well as an opportunity to focus on achievements and any concerns arising.

• **Group supervision** for staff, led by the Clinical Lead, to enable staff to reflect on reasons behind offenders’ behaviour and manage them in a more mindful way.

Underpinning the development of the PIPE concept is the application of the Good Lives model. Ward et al (2007) describe the Good Lives model as based on the belief that all humans strive for the same goals (good life goals) and our sense of well-being is intrinsically linked to achieving these. A major aim of introducing the Good Lives model into forensic services is to equip offenders with skills, values, attitudes and resources necessary to lead a different life: personally meaningful and satisfying which does not involve inflicting harm on others.

At the time of the research, the PIPE model in prison was delivered as a post-treatment model. Following further development work on the PIPE approach in criminal justice settings, two additional operating models have been developed; a pre-treatment and an in-treatment PIPE. The PIPE model in APs continues to be applied in line with the approach in the field test.

1.2 **Aims and objectives**

NatCen Social Research conducted qualitative research to examine the key enabling features of PIPEs. The aim was not to evaluate pilot PIPEs, but to provide an objective articulation of PIPEs activity and identify its key ingredients. The research also identified lessons learnt from the pilots which are discussed here to help inform future delivery.

The specific research objectives were to:

• Understand what is being delivered on the PIPE units, and when and how delivery takes place;

• Examine how staff and managers engage offenders with different activities;

• Describe how governance is operationalised and conflict managed;

• Observe relationships between staff and prisoners/AP residents, their key ingredients and the setting and maintenance of boundaries; and

• Inform future practice within the PIPE units.
The qualitative case studies were carried out between February and June 2012, shortly after the PIPEs were implemented. The focus of the research was therefore on implementation and early experiences of delivery. Practice had developed since the research was conducted, and this was highlighted in the national workshop held in December 2012 (see below).

1.3 Research design

Qualitative case studies

Three pilot sites were purposively selected\(^3\) to be case studies, to ensure exposure to the broad range of issues that may influence how PIPEs operate in practice. Case study sites were sampled according to criminal justice setting, gender of offenders, and offence type. They comprised the following:

- A sexual offenders’ wing in a male prison;
- An AP accommodating men convicted of violent offences (though not exclusively); and
- A unit in a female prison.

Fieldwork took place over three consecutive days in each site and involved in-depth interviews and mini-group discussions with strategic and operational staff, in-depth interviews with offenders, and video observations of key PIPE activities. Each is discussed below, with further detail about sampling, recruitment and analysis provided in Appendix A.

Strategic staff

Individual in-depth interviews were conducted with the Governor/Manager, Operational Lead and Clinical Lead at each site. These individuals had overall responsibility for the PIPE and so interviews focused on set-up and implementation, facilitators and challenges to delivery, early outcomes, and lessons for wider roll-out. Interviews lasted between 60 and 80 minutes.

Operational staff

The following encounters took place:

- A mini-group discussion with between two and four PIPE prison officers/hostel workers, lasting between 90 minutes and two hours, at each site. These

\(^3\) Sampling in this way involves selection based on dimensions that reflect key differences in the study population that are relevant to the study’s objectives (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003).
discussions comprised staff with different lengths of service and experiences of treatment delivery to ensure range and diversity of perspectives.

- Individual in-depth interviews with the PIPEs Coordinator\(^4\) at two of the sites, lasting between 60 and 70 minutes.
- A member of prison or probation area staff external to the PIPE who had contact with PIPE prisoners/AP residents at each site. Interviews lasted 30 minutes.

Encounters with operational staff focused on PIPE implementation, the training and support available to staff, PIPE delivery, and early outcomes.

**Prisoners and AP residents**
Gathering offenders’ views was critical to understanding the enabling features of PIPEs, and so in-depth interviews were undertaken with three offenders in each site. Participants were purposively selected as far as possible from those who were willing to take part in the research, and sampled according to their age, the nature of their index offence, sentence type, treatment history, and formal diagnosis or indication of PD or other mental health problems. Interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes.

**Interview conduct and analysis**
All research encounters were based on topic guides (see Appendix A), recorded on encrypted digital devices and transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were analysed using the Framework approach (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Verbatim interview quotations are provided in this report to highlight themes and findings where appropriate.\(^5\)

The findings in this report show the range and diversity of views and experiences among those interviewed. However, as this is a qualitative study, the prevalence of particular views and experiences cannot be estimated.

**Observations**
Observations were invaluable in providing a detailed understanding of each PIPE and prompting specific areas of questioning during the subsequent interviews and discussions, as well as providing primary data. With permission, the observations were filmed in two of the

---

\(^4\) This was not a prescribed role, but was in place at two of the case study sites.

\(^5\) Throughout the report, ‘strategic staff’ refers to the Governor/Manager, Operational Lead or Clinical Lead role, while ‘operational staff’ refers to PIPE officers, the PIPEs Coordinator or members of prison or probation area staff external to the PIPE.
three sites in order to record, analyse and disseminate key practice. Offenders in one of the sites did not consent to filming, so handwritten notes were taken instead. Observations took place over the three days spent at each site and focused on structured groups, creative sessions, personal officer/key worker sessions and staff group supervision, as well as more informal interaction on the PIPEs during association time.

**National workshop**

This was the final phase of the research. It was attended by 23 participants, including NOMS and DH strategic stakeholders, and representatives from all seven PIPE pilot sites. Preliminary findings and video observations were presented for feedback and discussion, and followed by three breakout group discussions which focused on key issues arising from the qualitative case studies: populating the PIPE; measuring PIPE outcomes; and recruitment, training and management of staff. The data collected at this event were used to develop, refine and update the findings from the case studies. The workshop took place in December 2012 and lasted approximately four hours.

**Wider evaluation**

This research is one strand of a wider PIPEs evaluation, which comprises:

- A quantitative, longitudinal study of changes in the social climate following the introduction of the PIPE model, using the EssenCES questionnaire.\(^6\)
- An evaluation of the impact of a specialist training package in enhancing PIPE staff confidence and ability.
- A qualitative exploration of staff and prisoner/AP resident experiences of the PIPE.
- An investigation of behavioural and risk changes and maintenance of change amongst PIPE prisoners and AP residents.

These strands of research are being undertaken by Her Majesty’s Prison Service (HMPS) and researchers in an NHS Medium Secure PD Service. Once the wider evaluation is complete, NOMS and DH will explore the wider implementation of the PIPEs model across criminal justice settings.

\(^6\) The English Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (EssenCES) Social Climate Questionnaire measures three aspects of social climate in forensic settings (Freestone et al, in press). The Therapeutic Hold scale measures the extent to which the unit is perceived as supportive of patients'/prisoners' therapeutic needs. The Experienced Safety scale measures how safe staff and residents feel from the threat of aggression and violence on the unit. The Patients'/Prisoners' Cohesion and Mutual Support subscale assesses whether residents care for and support each other in a manner that is consistent with the basic principles of a therapeutic community (Kelly et al, 2004).
2. Adopting a PIPE approach

This chapter describes how case study PIPEs were set up from the perspective of strategic and operational staff. It explores how sites were selected for the pilot; issues around staffing; the location of the PIPE and its physical environment; populating the PIPE; and guidance received on set-up and implementation. This insight will be useful as NOMS and DH consider the wider implementation of the PIPEs model across criminal justice settings.

2.1 Selection of pilot sites

At the time of the research, NOMS and DH were supporting seven pilot PIPEs sites. The following factors were identified by the three case study sites that participated in this research as underpinning selection of their establishments as pilots and can be viewed as useful foundations for setting up a PIPE.

- **Strategic support**: The motivating and momentum-building role of strategic staff when a new service or policy is implemented is well documented (Turley & Tompkins, 2012; McNaughton Nicholls et al, 2010). In one of the prisons, staff identified the leadership approach of their previous Governor as a significant factor in their selection for the pilot. He had kept the prison at the forefront of new initiatives and encouraged a ‘can-do approach’ amongst staff.

- **Experience of piloting and innovation**: Following on from this, staff across the sites felt their establishment had a reputation for piloting new programmes and initiatives, which had made them ‘an obvious choice’ to pilot the PIPE. However, there was a sense in one prison that their involvement in the pilot had been assumed by NOMS and DH on the back of this, and so initial implementation and delivery of the PIPE had been hindered by a lack of both strategic leadership and operational ownership.

- **An existing psychological approach**: AP staff saw PIPEs as ‘a natural extension’ of the work they were already doing and felt they had a strong foundation to build on due to their experience of running the Living Here, Moving On (LHMO) offending behaviour programme (OBP). They saw the pilot as an opportunity to imbed a psychologically informed approach into offender management.

2.2 Staffing the PIPE

PIPEs emphasise the importance and quality of relationships and interactions (NOMS & DH, 2012). The PIPE concept recognises that the way in which staff interact with offenders can have a significant impact on offender’s psychological and social progress (Bolger & Turner, 2013). As such, staff have a key role to play in encouraging and modelling pro social living,
providing positive social experiences, challenging inappropriate behaviour, and ensuring their PIPE runs effectively. This section explores the PIPE staff structure, process of recruitment, training provided to staff, and ongoing supervision received.

**Staff structure**

NOMS and DH guidance (2012) prescribes key roles for all PIPEs. First, it is essential that the PIPE is led by a Clinical Lead, usually a chartered Psychologist. Both case study prison sites faced delays in recruiting a Clinical Lead. This was felt to have had a considerable impact on staff and offender understanding of and engagement with the PIPEs model. In terms of wider implementation, it is crucial that strategic staff are briefed and in post before the PIPE is rolled out.

Clinical Leads worked in partnership with a nominated Operational Lead from the establishment (often a Principal Officer or Senior Probation Officer). It was the responsibility of the Operational Lead to create and maintain a psychosocial environment and ensure that it adhered to the theoretical principles of the PIPE model. The establishment’s Residential Governor or Assistant Chief Officer should aim to promote and protect the PIPE unit within the wider prison or probation system (NOMS & DH, 2012).

PIPE staff (prison officers, or hostel workers in the AP) were responsible for delivering the PIPE on a day-to-day basis. However, staff shortages in one prison meant that while they had received funding for two full-time PIPE officers, these hours had to be shared between six members of staff. This was supported by some, as it was felt that staff were less stressed due to sharing responsibilities and that any staff absences had less of an impact on PIPE delivery. However, part-time roles were felt to have implications for consistency of approach with offenders (discussed further in section 3.2). This was also a concern where wing staff from outside the PIPE worked on the unit, which was the case in both prison sites. Echoing the PIPEs model, staff and offenders were of the view that ideally PIPEs needed to be self-contained to ensure that dynamics were managed consistently.

**Recruitment**

In the prison sites, PIPE officers had nominated themselves for the role. There was a two-stage recruitment process, involving an application and interview, where the emphasis for some strategic staff was having ‘the right attitude’. The findings workshop revealed alternative approaches to recruitment, including seeking recommendations and ‘cherry picking’. By contrast, all hostel workers in the case study AP became PIPE officers by default, as the PIPEs model was applied to the existing offender population.
Doubts were expressed across the sites about the suitability of some of the officers working on the PIPE, with some said to be uncomfortable with the increased level of interaction with prisoners/AP residents, the requirement to participate in creative sessions, and the use of forenames rather than surnames⁷ (see Chapter 3). This perceived lack of engagement was felt to have an impact on PIPE delivery and indicates a need for targeted training and/or communication at the operational level.

‘I think there’s some people who need to move on, either metaphorically in their thinking, or physically by going somewhere else.’ (Operational staff)

Training

Comprehensive training is crucial to ensuring ethical, effective, and consistent programme delivery (McNaughton Nicholls et al, 2010), and to support staff in their role. It is vital that PIPEs staff understand what being psychologically informed means, both in theory and practice. Most staff across the case study sites had received the PD Knowledge and Understanding Framework (KUF) and how to develop an Enabling Environment (EE) training. The KUF comprised six online modules and three days of training delivered by an external provider. Some positive feedback was given, such as the training being informative and the online modules enjoyable. However, it faced a number of criticisms across the case study sites, including:

- A lack of understanding about criminal justice settings, particularly prisons;
- The content being ‘common sense’, ‘pitched too low’, and insufficient in preparing staff for working with PD offenders;
- The 12 hours of homework being too time consuming; and
- Logistical problems including difficulties organising training around shift patterns, cancellations and IT issues.

NOMS and DH have since piloted two new versions of the KUF training: one adapted to take into account the prison context, and another aimed at women with PD (W-KUF).

The one day EE training was viewed far more positively. Staff suggested revising the sequencing of the training, so that EE was followed by KUF. This was because EE was felt to offer an introduction to the PIPE model that underpinned the KUF training.

⁷ Use of forenames in the PIPE was decided at site level.
NOMS and DH guidance (2012) highlights group work skills as a key component of the training delivered to PIPEs staff. However, it had not been undertaken by all staff at the time of the research. Instead, Clinical Leads provided aspects of the training informally. Staff also identified further training needs around PD, child protection issues, and women’s mental health (some of these issues might have been addressed by the W-KUF pilot).

Supervision
Support for staff is fundamental to effective service implementation and ongoing delivery as it helps staff maintain high standards of delivery as well as stay resilient (McNaughton Nicholls et al, 2010). Supervision on a PIPE involves understanding events that take place in the unit and acting upon them. Supervised practice preserves the culture and safety of the PIPE and incorporates learning opportunities for PIPE staff. While regular staff team meetings are the main vehicle for supervised practice to be implemented, all aspects of working within a PIPE should reflect a supervised practice model (Bolger & Turner, 2013). Group supervision was provided by Clinical Leads across the case study sites. Whilst a new experience for many PIPE staff, it was very positively received and felt to have four key functions:

- Encourage a **consistent approach to managing offenders**, particularly in relation to improved interaction and maintaining boundaries;
- Enable staff to **reflect on reasons behind offenders’ behaviour**;
- Assist **preparation for personal officer/key worker sessions**; and
- **Share problems or difficulties staff were facing with offenders**, such as attempts at manipulation. This was particularly noteworthy, as it was considered unusual for prison and probation staff to be encouraged to discuss such challenges with peers and seek their support and feedback.

‘I think it [supervision] is positive because… you didn’t understand before that residents... will encourage splitting and all that… It was good to recognise that and… to stand together really and have consistency. I think that’s really important. So you’re able to back up your colleagues and challenge the resident in a positive manner… because you’ll always get, ‘Oh so and so… allows me to do that, and you don’t.’’ (Operational staff)

One-to-one supervision was also offered. These sessions were sometimes used to brief staff on particular offenders about their offending behaviour and progress made in treatment, to prepare them for issues that might arise. Regardless of the form it took, supervision was welcomed by staff and they spoke very highly of their Clinical Leads, both in terms of their
expertise and how approachable they were. The Clinical Leads themselves also had monthly group supervision and bimonthly individual supervision.

2.3 PIPE location

NOMS and DH guidance (2012) describes how prison PIPEs should be housed on a discrete unit, where influences from non-PIPE prisoners and contact with non-PIPE trained/supported staff are minimised. In both the prison case studies, the PIPE was housed on one wing, but wing staff from outside the PIPE worked on the unit. AP PIPEs are expected to operate as a 'whole unit', and this was true of the case study AP in this research.

Enabling environments are defined as places where people experience a sense of belonging. As such, staff highlighted the importance of the appearance of the PIPE. Both prison PIPEs were housed on older wings and it was suggested that they might have been more suitably located in newer wings or buildings which were described as 'lighter' and considered better suited to modern prison requirements. Despite this, some staff and prisoners thought attempts to improve the physical environment with plastic plants and pictures had been successful, while others thought them of little consequence. Prisoners and AP residents interviewed were largely unable to articulate the rationale for this focus on the physical environment. In the AP, opportunities for refurbishment had been limited by a lack of dedicated budget as well as concerns around health and safety when it was suggested that residents could assist with decorating. At the time of the research there were plans to pay for decorating out of the AP’s own budget.

Beyond aesthetics, it was felt that offenders should feel a sense of ownership towards their environment. Shortly before taking part in the research, one prison PIPE had relocated to a new wing. It was felt that staff and prisoners had been able to shape their new environment to meet the needs of the PIPE approach.

2.4 Populating the PIPE

The PIPEs concept was developed partly in response to key Government policies relating to the management of offenders with PD (DH, 2009; DH, 2003; Home Office & DH, 1999). However, the aim of PIPEs is to provide a pathway option for those who are likely to have PD, and so a formal diagnosis of PD is not required. This position confused some staff members, who thought the original requirement was for offenders to have a PD diagnosis. While case study sites were not required to conduct PD assessments for PIPE referrals, many offenders were felt by clinical staff to exhibit borderline or antisocial traits, while others
had been diagnosed by their previous establishment. That one of the case study PIPEs was originally known as the ‘PD unit’ within the prison\(^8\) suggests that awareness-raising among operational staff, PIPE prisoners and AP residents, and the wider establishment is important.

The profile of offenders in the case study sites was as follows:

- Offenders who had completed OBPs, primarily those of high intensity, such as DSPD, the Sex Offender Treatment Programme (SOTP), and DTCs;
- Offenders with a range of clinical and criminogenic needs; and
- In the case of the AP, the existing offender population, who were mixed in terms of treatment received to address their offending behaviour.

Staff were very mindful of the destabilising impact some offenders could have on others and on the PIPE as a whole. It was suggested that some offenders were unsuitable for the PIPE and were there to ‘make up the numbers’, and staff had sought to remove these individuals. In addition, prison PIPEs sometimes housed ‘lodgers’ alongside PIPE prisoners, where capacity issues in the wider establishment meant they were not permitted to leave cells empty. Staff tried to select lodgers who were not disruptive, or were soon to leave the prison, but did always have any input in decisions. Whilst lodgers had to adhere to certain rules, such as no prisoner visitors from other wings, it was inevitable that this mix of prisoners diluted the PIPE experience, and was not in keeping with NOMS and DH guidance (2012).

### 2.5 Guidance on set-up and implementation

Guidance and support from the centre is fundamental to effective programme implementation. However, strategic staff felt there had been a lack of guidance from NOMS and DH around setting up the PIPE. For example, while the Service Level Agreement did state the requirement for an Operational Lead and provide detail around funding and budgeting, it was criticised by some staff who felt that it failed to specify what input was required from strategic staff – particularly the Operational Lead, or provide sufficient guidance on budgeting and what PIPEs funding was intended to cover. There was also felt to be a lack of consideration given to how a PIPE should operate in an AP context. It was suggested that involvement of strategic AP staff during the pilot planning stage would have corrected some inaccurate assumptions and facilitated set-up.

---

\(^{8}\) This changed when the Clinical Lead took up post and was able to clarify the position of the PIPE within the PD pathway.
Doubts were also expressed about the ‘organic approach’ taken by the centre and there was felt to be a lack of clarity about the degree of freedom sites had to develop their PIPE. However, while some case study staff felt not having a prescribed model to follow had been a barrier to effective implementation, others were more positive about the freedom given, even though it felt ‘chaotic’ at the time. If PIPEs are to be implemented more widely, a balance between providing clear guidance and allowing sites autonomy to develop their PIPE according to the needs of their establishment and offender population was strongly recommended by strategic staff.

There was also agreement across the case study sites that initial guidance from NOMS and DH about what a PIPE was, or should be, had been overly complicated and technical. As such, some strategic staff had struggled to communicate clearly the key aims of the PIPE to operational staff, who recalled some confusion about what would be involved. Once the pilot began, the sites’ Clinical Leads played an important role in clarifying the aims of the PIPE for operational staff. However, they first had to overcome their own initial confusion about what was required (particularly as some had just joined the PIPE) and as such felt that more strategic guidance would have been useful before starting in the role. There was clearly a balance to be struck between staff needing to develop their PIPE during the field test phase while also being provided with sufficient guidance.

‘It was difficult because I was still kind of getting my head around what this PIPE was about… I didn’t really know what it would look like and [the PIPE officers] were all kind of waiting… On the first day they were saying, “Brilliant, the psychologist has arrived, now we’ll get a PIPE”, as if I could hand it to them.’

(Strategic staff)

The findings workshop highlighted that this initial confusion had caused the PIPEs ‘brand’ to suffer, and that more still needed to be done to promote the benefits of PIPEs to operational staff, offenders, and (for AP PIPEs) Offender Managers. At the time of writing, a national specification for PIPE was being delivered by DH and NOMS.
3. PIPE delivery

This chapter describes how the key elements and enabling features of the PIPE model are delivered in criminal justice settings, and how key challenges are addressed. It also looks at day-to-day governance within the PIPE and how conflict and discipline are managed.

3.1 Offender induction

At the time of the research, most of the prisoners had been on the case study prison PIPEs from inception and there had been few new arrivals. The AP PIPE continued to operate with its existing offender population. Therefore, induction processes were still developing. However, alongside formal meetings or interviews that took place with offenders as part of ‘recruitment’ or transfer processes, sites were beginning to use a range of approaches:

- **One-to-one meetings** where a personal officer/key worker introduced the PIPE model and answered any questions from the offender. These meetings sometimes involved Clinical Leads too;
- **‘Newcomer meetings’** where all new offenders were brought together to discuss key aspects of the PIPE;
- **Signing a PIPE ‘contract’** which summarised expected behaviours;
- **Induction packs** ranging from pamphlets to more extensive information packages; and
- **Formal and informal ‘buddy’ systems.**

Operational staff and offenders felt inductions needed to convey three key messages. First, that PIPEs are not treatment, but rather progression units (in prison) that aim to consolidate treatment gains, as well as supporting transition and personal development. Some prisoners and AP residents were disappointed when their expectations had not been met here. It was also felt necessary to stress that support would be less intensive than on many of the OBPs. Second, Clinical Leads highlighted the need for transparency about the role of observation and monitoring on PIPEs (see section 3.3). Finally, how boundaries are set and maintained, although staff felt that doing this at induction posed a number of challenges:

- **At the time of the research PIPEs were still in the early stages of delivery. Therefore boundaries had not always been fully defined;**
- **Offenders sometimes had a role in identifying boundaries themselves (with the Clinical Lead ultimately responsible for setting them), and so it was not possible to raise these at induction;**
- **Boundaries were not consistently enforced by staff; and**
The AP faced the additional challenge of setting boundaries that fit with individual licence conditions.

### 3.2 Key features of PIPEs

Staff and prisoners/AP residents identified the key elements of the PIPE model as being:

- Establishing and maintaining **safe and supportive relationships and interaction**;
- A more **collaborative approach** to PIPE management and organisation; and
- **Formal mechanisms of support** for offenders.

This section describes how each of these elements were delivered in the case study sites.

**Safe and supportive relationships and interaction**

PIPEs are designed to focus on developing a safe and supportive environment and emphasise the importance and quality of relationships and interactions (NOMS & DH, 2012). This emphasis is in part derived from the knowledge that people with personality related needs are likely to have had disrupted early lives, and that this will have impacted on how they connect with others.

**Staff actions and behaviours**

A range of positive staff actions and behaviours were identified and described as a departure from ‘business as usual’ in the case study sites.

- **‘Respectful’ day-to-day interaction:** Such as offering a friendly greeting when unlocking prisoners or when residents returned to the AP.
- **Personalisation:** Using offenders’ forenames rather than surnames when addressing them. Being recognised as an individual in this way was valued by the women prisoners interviewed in particular.
- **Staff availability:** Beyond formalised support mechanisms (discussed below), both staff and prisoners/AP residents highlighted the importance of PIPE officers being available to talk to offenders on an ad hoc, informal basis. This might involve discussing a specific issue in the offender’s cell or room, or having a cup of tea or game of cards in one of the recreational areas, with such interaction intended to encourage healthy interaction through more informal means. Prisoners and AP residents described this as a departure from staff behaviour on standard location, and women prisoners interviewed were particularly positive about this, saying that they felt they were *‘being treated as a human being’*.  

• **Involvement in PIPE activities:** This included staff organising and facilitating planned components, as well as getting directly involved in creative sessions. It also extended to more informal, day-to-day activities, such as helping to serve at mealtimes, or playing cards with offenders. These activities were intended to encourage improved interaction through more informal means, such as turn-taking and offering encouragement to peers. Such involvement was valued by prisoners and AP residents and some staff.

• **Working collaboratively with offenders:** Where offenders were given the opportunity to suggest changes to their environment or ideas for creative sessions, staff would try to accommodate these as far as possible. When these were unworkable, staff did not dismiss them out of hand, but would explain the barriers to implementing them and work with the offender to suggest alternatives.

Whilst examples of improved interaction between staff and offenders were observed across the case study sites, this was seen as a ‘big change’ for staff and two challenges were identified. The first was inconsistent approaches to offenders’ behaviour across members of staff. In terms of maintaining safety and security, staff who were seen as too lenient could ‘get grief’ from other staff whilst, conversely, these staff could become frustrated with those they saw as too strict. Lack of consistency could also confuse and frustrate offenders, and undermine some of the wider work on the PIPE.

‘[It’s] the simple things, like when you unlock in the morning, you see them [some PIPE staff], they’re like lightening, they just open the [cell] doors, come back down and sit in the office. No. We should be opening the door, “good morning, how are you today?” A “good morning” shouldn’t cost you anything. So interacting immediately… staying up there [on the landing], talking to them, mixing, you know.’ (Operational staff)

APs had the additional challenge of working with Offender Managers who have the power of recall, as well as licence conditions meaning that rules had to vary between residents. In addition, some PIPE officers did not always engage with or participate in PIPE activities.

These inconsistencies had left some prisoners and AP residents feeling angry and confused about rules, boundaries and expected behaviour. This issue was exacerbated in PIPEs that featured non-PIPE staff, with these individuals largely interacting with offenders as they would any other prisoner. Individual staff members could also be inconsistent in terms of their own behaviour, with similar impacts on offenders.
‘I like the staff… It depends who’s on [duty] like. Some are like “do this, do that”,
you know, they do me head in… These staff’s alright today, who’s on, but
different staff, they might be in a mood or something like that… It [the
atmosphere] changes if they’re on, we just sit quiet and that’s it.’ (Offender)

Previous research has shown the importance of a consistent approach to managing
offenders and improving outcomes (Turley et al, 2011), and so an important lesson arising
from this research is that this issue is addressed with PIPE staff. This might be best achieved
in group supervision, given how much PIPE officers valued and engaged with this aspect of
the PIPE model.

Prison staff reported that opportunities for enhanced contact with prisoners were sometimes
limited by the wider prison regime and prisoners’ engagement with purposeful activity. For
example, prisoners attending workshops were not always available for personal officer/key
worker sessions. Similarly, opportunities to receive training to support staff in carrying out
their PIPE roles were sometimes limited by difficulties in identifying time for whole staff
training sessions.

The second challenge related to maintenance of personal boundaries. Both staff and
offenders spoke of instances where boundaries had been overstepped, such as offenders
asking staff overly personal questions. Although staff generally felt equipped to deal with
such situations, it had made some wary of engaging with offenders in case they disclosed
personal information. Some staff also described being cautious about getting involved with
planned activities, particularly ones that involved discussing life histories or feelings in front
of offenders, for the same reason. It was felt that by increasing familiarity between staff and
offenders in this way, offenders might inadvertently ‘forget themselves’; intentionally overstep
boundaries; or try to manipulate staff.

‘At the end of the day, we are still officers. As much as we try and play it on an
equal par… it’s not about them thinking that they’ve got one over us… Otherwise
they’re going to think “what can we do next?”’ (Operational staff)

Training, clinical supervision and peer support (discussed in section 2.2) were felt by staff to
encourage positive interaction and behaviour, and help mitigate these challenges. Aspects of
the physical environment were also felt to support healthy interaction (discussed below).
**Interaction between offenders**

PIPEs offered a range of planned components to facilitate improved interaction between offenders. These included:

- **Structured groups**, facilitated by a personal officer/key worker, which focused on the discussion of personal histories. These encouraged offenders to better understand and support each other.

- **Creative sessions** that required team work and collaboration, such as painting a mural or sporting activities. They could also focus on developing communication skills, through discussion of a topic that had featured in the news recently for example, and reinforcing the message that offenders should respect other’s contributions. As well as testing specific behaviours, such tasks also enabled staff to identify more dominant or reserved prisoners/AP residents, and work with them around achieving more balanced involvement.

The physical environment was also an important enabling factor for offender interaction. The housing of the PIPE unit in a distinct and self-contained area was felt to encourage positive communication and helped offenders to form a more cohesive group. Informal places for interaction such as the kitchen and dining area were seen as playing an important role in normalising interaction and enabling responsible, relaxed and co-operative behaviours.

While there was a general feeling that offender interaction was moving in a positive direction, three challenges were identified by staff and prisoners/AP residents. First, they noted that cliques could form within PIPEs and some offenders reportedly felt discouraged from trying to mix with others because of this. Some staff were concerned about the PIPE population becoming too insular. For example offenders being wary of new people coming onto the PIPE and ‘upsetting the balance’, and PIPE prisoners tending to mix only with each other when engaging with activities off the PIPE. Although this could be seen as an indication that PIPE prisoners/AP residents had established positive relationships with each other, there was also some concern that they were not applying their learning to forming healthy and supportive relationships more generally.
A related challenge was the presence of ‘lodgers’ who could upset the balance of the PIPE, particularly if they were disruptive. The counter to this was that some staff felt it beneficial to have some non-PIPE prisoners as their presence could ‘test residents out’. The final challenge concerned instances of prisoners and AP residents exerting too much control over some aspects of the PIPE, for example two offenders in one PIPE overtly ‘taking control’ of the unit’s sandwich toaster during lunchtimes and excluding others. Whilst such instances need careful management, they can also be useful in identifying and addressing problematic behaviour.

The AP PIPE faced particular challenges in attempting to create a cohesive culture, largely due to their more transient population (residents are typically there for a few months before moving on), and the fact that residents have freedom to spend time off the PIPE. There were also suggestions that there is greater scope for inappropriate behaviour in APs, such as consumption of alcohol or drugs, and that this could be divisive, particularly if residents felt under pressure to get involved with using substances.

**Collaboration and involvement**

Offender involvement in decision making was highlighted by some staff and prisoners/AP residents as an important aspect of the PIPEs model. This took a variety of forms, including:

- **Committees or resident groups** being given the opportunity to generate ideas for changes to the environment, or activities for creative sessions. In one site prisoners drew up a detailed ‘vision’ of what the PIPE should be, distilling the discussion to a single page which was displayed on the PIPE.

- **Resident meetings or newsletters** for information sharing. A key part of this involved explaining to prisoners and AP residents why things had happened, or why particular decisions may have been taken so they had a greater sense of ownership over what happens on the PIPE.

- **Encouraging offenders to plan and organise activities** as far as possible. Where previously staff would have stepped in, prisoners and AP residents were encouraged to work through problems themselves and take ownership over elements of the PIPE. Examples included giving offenders responsibility for the resources for creative sessions or making subtle changes to the environment to encourage offenders to engage with it, such as having fish tanks that needed to be cleaned or helping with the selection and purchasing of furniture.
Support mechanisms for offenders

Research has highlighted one-to-one work as being central to supporting offenders (Burnett, 1996). A key component of the PIPEs model was regular personal officer/key worker sessions. In APs these sometimes extended to three-way meetings and involved the offender’s Offender Manager. Sessions involved:

- **Discussing the offender’s experience of the PIPE**, and how this could be improved or developed.
- Reflecting on **instances of positive or negative behaviour**, and exploring the reasons behind these. This was considered a departure from how negative behaviour was historically dealt with (issuing warnings or formal discipline).
- Exploring the **offender’s history** in terms of their personal life, offending behaviour and treatment experience. However, the findings workshop revealed some PIPE officers required clarity about what to do if an offender raised an issue which was beyond the remit of a personal officer/key worker session, which the officer did not feel equipped to manage, such as historic child abuse. There was a concern that signposting or referring the offender elsewhere might damage their trust in their personal officer/key worker going forward.
- **Discussing goals and plans for the future** (including release, where appropriate). This was a particular focus in the AP with sessions ideally tying in with resettlement work being done with the resident’s Offender Manager.

Prisoners and AP residents across the sites were generally positive about relationships with their personal officer/key worker, and valued staff being open and honest. This in turn was felt to help build trust. This is important, as research on offender management models suggests that trust is the foundation to effective relationships between offenders and Offender Managers (Turley et al, 2011). Offenders also appreciated staff sharing their own experiences with them; accommodating their schedules (particularly in the AP); being non-judgmental in response to information shared by the offender; and their availability for ad hoc support outside formal sessions.

‘If you’ve got any problems in your life… if you want to talk to your officer about it, just like one-to-one in the office, no one else listening… ‘Cause like I’ve had a lot of problems with me [family member], so me head’s been all over the place. It’s been good being able to talk to [personal officer]… you can open up… It makes you feel a lot better about [the personal officer]… You just say “have you got a minute?” and they’ll come up to your cell, and sit in your cell with you.’ (Offender)
Despite the generally positive experiences of both staff and offenders, some issues were identified that undermined this enabling feature:

- **Shift patterns** or other commitments which limited the availability of personal officers/key workers and meant that some sessions could not be held.
- The **time commitment** for staff, including documenting what was discussed in the session.
- **Inconsistent approaches and variable commitment** between different personal officers/key workers. This was due to the role being new to staff, as well as a lack of engagement among some, as discussed in section 2.2.
- Challenges balancing **support and monitoring roles**. This required careful handling and transparency with offenders to ensure trust was maintained.
- In the AP there was the additional challenge of **coordinating approaches with Offender Managers**.

### 3.3 Behavioural monitoring and management

There is a concern that some offenders who complete high intensity programmes may not have applied this learning to practice. The PIPE is designed to ‘test out’ offenders by monitoring how they function in a supportive environment, both day-to-day and in planned activities. The idea is that reflecting upon interactions as they take place within the PIPE should make it easier for staff to identify progress (or lack of it) and this in turn should make documentation of risk easier (NOMS & DH, 2012).

A variety of systems were in place to support monitoring across the case study sites, and included:

- **Documenting PIPE activities**;
- **Clinical supervision** for staff (as discussed in section 2.2);
- Personal officers/key workers preparing **progress or ‘end of term’ reports** about the offenders they support, for the Clinical Lead;
- In some instances, receiving feedback from non-PIPE staff to provide an indication of how offenders were behaving off the unit;
- In the case of APs, **information and observations** would be **passed to Offender Managers**.

Staff felt that offenders were fully aware of the monitoring function of the PIPE. However, it was felt that this could potentially affect offenders’ trust in staff and limit open and honest
discussion. There was also a feeling among prisoners/AP residents and staff that some offenders ‘fake good’ in an attempt to present themselves in the most favourable light.

In PIPEs the focus is on challenging unacceptable behaviour and engaging with the underlying reasons for it rather than necessarily taking a more disciplinary approach. The observation and monitoring that occurs on PIPEs can allow early intervention if negative behaviour is identified and issues can be dealt with before they escalate. In these instances the offender’s behaviour will usually be discussed in a personal officer/key worker session. Women prisoners in particular recognised this less punitive approach as a departure from ‘business as usual’, and described how it had helped them to respect PIPE rules and staff.

“We’ve still got rules, you know, and we abide by the rules. Well, I know I do and a lot of the others do. We know that we have to abide by them… ‘Cause like where they [staff] respect us, we’ve got a lot of respect for them too.’ (Offender)

Notwithstanding this, PIPEs had strict protocols for escalating disciplinary measures to remove offenders off the PIPE, or recall them to prison, but there were few instances of this having happened at the time of the research.

3.4 Linking with wider establishment/probation area

Offenders from both prison and AP PIPEs are expected to engage in purposeful activity in an external environment, such as workshops (NOMS & DH, 2012). While established relationships with the wider establishment or probation area facilitated support for the PIPE model in some instances, challenges were also faced. For prison PIPEs these centred on them fitting in with the wider prison regime, as PIPE activities could clash with non-PIPE commitments. PIPE staff and prisoners tended to take the view that PIPEs should be given more autonomy, but non-PIPE staff interviewed felt that the PIPE model needed to fit with the wider prison regime, and that the PIPE and its residents should see themselves as part of a wider community. In particular, the policy shift towards ‘working prisons’9 with structured days would make greater autonomy an unrealistic aim for PIPEs. APs faced the additional challenge of coordinating approaches with Offender Managers and interacting with residents who sometimes spent a considerable amount of time off the PIPE.

---

9 See http://www.justice.gov.uk/about/noms/working-prisons
Non-PIPE staff felt it was important that PIPE prisoners were not treated any differently to other prisoners when they were off the PIPE. As such, the lack of awareness and understanding of the PIPE model among non-PIPE staff generally did not cause problems, and personal officers/key workers felt they received adequate feedback from non-PIPE staff about prisoners’ behaviour. The only time when this lack of understanding was problematic was when personal officers/key workers needed to coordinate approaches with Offender Managers. It was suggested that guidance should be issued to Offender Managers to help raise their awareness of PIPEs and what they were trying to achieve.

‘It would have been helpful just to have had some briefing or something before it all came about, to explain what it is, why it’s happening, how it would impact on things, and how we can work together.’ (Non-PIPE staff)

3.5 Exiting the PIPE

At the time of the research there were few instances of prisoners having exited the prison PIPEs, while in the case study AP these were more common. Exits were ultimately led by Clinical Leads working in conjunction with personal officers/key workers, and Offender Managers in APs. Interviews with staff and the findings workshop emphasised how exits needed to be carefully handled, as it was important that the PIPE did not become ‘just another cliff to fall off’ for those being released. To this end, release planning and joining up with external agencies was important in order to smooth the transition out of PIPEs. This was most clearly expressed in the AP where supporting resettlement was a key objective, but it was not always possible to plan exits due to the transient nature of the population.

Staff identified some further challenges around PIPE exits, relating to the impact on the remaining PIPE prisoners and AP residents. Where offenders were recalled or removed for disciplinary reasons this could cause some tension, particularly if offenders perceived it to be unfair. Where offenders progressed from the PIPE two considerations were noted. First, the need to manage any sadness that the prisoners/AP residents felt. The second was potentially more challenging, and centred on the impact on offenders with life sentences. Seeing others progress off the PIPE into the community could ‘taste a bit bitter’ and lead them to act negatively towards those about to leave, or impact on their own motivation going forward.
4. Emerging impacts

This chapter explores some of the emerging impacts arising from PIPEs, on prisoners/AP residents, staff and the wider prison establishment/probation area. The research took place shortly after implementation while the PIPEs were still developing, and so all possible impacts will not have been fully realised at this stage. It was beyond the remit of this research to assess the overall effectiveness of the pilots.

While NOMS and DH stated the intended service outcomes for PIPEs in their Service Specification documents (NOMS, 2010a; NOMS, 2010b), staff were not always aware of them at the time of the research. Where they were, there was sometimes a lack of clarity about how to interpret these outcomes at the local level. Due to their confusion, staff suggested that NOMS and DH identify national aims and intended outcomes, and that sites tailor these to fit with their specific establishments and offender populations.

4.1 Perceived impact on offenders

Findings from the case study sites suggest that prisoners and AP residents experience a range of impacts from living on the PIPE, which centre on changes in relationships as well as aspects of their behaviour.

Relationships

Being on a PIPE was felt to have an impact on offenders’ relationships with other offenders and staff, and also with significant others such as partners or family members outside the prison or AP. Each of these is discussed in turn.

Relationships with other offenders on the PIPE

PIPEs were felt to facilitate improved relationships between offenders. This was demonstrated by offenders ‘looking out’ for each other and recognising when another person needed support, rather than the traditional attitude of ‘every man for himself’. There were instances where more established prisoners/AP residents had taken newer ones ‘under their wing’, and of support being extended to PIPE ‘lodgers’. Staff also reported that offenders were taking part in more activities together and had become more sociable, when typically they might have avoided association time and stayed in their cell or room. For example,

10 Reduced sexual or violent re-offending; a workforce that is confident and capable of working with complex needs such as PD; improved (or sustained) levels of institutional behaviour; improved psychological health; effective movement through a clear pathway of intervention; improved staff/offender relationships; and sustained benefits gained through treatment programmes or period in custody.
offenders in one unit took part in group activities, such as playing competitive games and purposeful association. While in another, offenders had collectively celebrated the Diamond Jubilee. The improvement in relationships between prisoners was such that staff reported that there was less bullying on PIPE units than on other prison wings (though as a qualitative study, there was no quantitative evidence to support this). Prison PIPEs were also felt to be calmer, less hierarchical and more cohesive as a group.

However, improved relationships were not universal. Some prisoners and AP residents preferred to spend association time in their cells or rooms due to not wanting to associate with others or feeling ‘outside’ of an established group. Within the AP specifically, establishing and maintaining relationships between residents was hindered by its relatively short-term population and the fact that residents spent more time off the PIPE. However, this should not necessarily be seen as problematic, given the role of APs in supporting resettlement.

In addition, relationships between offenders were not always safe and supportive. There were reports of offenders threatening violence or being violent towards others, and not engaging with the PIPE model and groups or activities available. Such behaviour was given as a reason for ‘keeping yourself to yourself’ on a PIPE; offenders did not want to be associated with it for fear it would reflect negatively on them. However, it was noted that offenders sometimes had a role to play in challenging disruptive behaviour themselves, rather than relying on staff to do this. Staff reflected that this could be more effective coming from peers than from staff. Barriers to establishing positive relationships were also noted where PIPEs were not exclusively occupied by PIPE prisoners.

**Relationships with PIPE staff**

As described in Chapter 3, staff had enhanced contact with offenders through personal officer/key worker sessions, as well as structured groups, creative sessions and more informally too. Staff reported that these opportunities had helped to build rapport with offenders which in turn had helped facilitate more positive relationships. It was hoped that such relationships provided offenders with a model of how to interact with staff in other settings or services in the community, such as Jobcentres and Housing Associations.

**Relationships with significant others**

Relationships with significant others were also felt to be affected by the PIPE experience. For example, one offender reported that they used the skills they had learned on the PIPE when talking to their son, talking more openly and expressively.
Changes in behaviour

PIPEs are not a treatment intervention, but in the prison progression model aim to consolidate treatment gains and support prisoners as they move through intervention pathway(s). However, staff did report that being on the PIPE had the potential to change offenders' behaviour, although the extent to which such impacts can be directly attributed to the PIPE is unclear at this stage in their operation.

Pro-social behaviour

Some offenders reported that they felt more equipped to deal with their impulsive behaviours and would use strategies to manage more challenging interactions. For example, one prisoner described how he would ‘stop and think’ before acting out if something upset him on the PIPE. This prisoner described how he planned to use this technique on release to help him avoid re-offending.

Within the AP, staff felt that there had been a decline in the number of recalls and that compliance with licence conditions had improved. However, some staff suggested that these reductions could be due to changes in staff behaviour, in terms of staff reporting fewer incidents, rather than fewer incidents taking place.

Prisoners/AP residents and staff reported that offenders’ awareness of being under observation on the PIPE was a factor influencing positive behaviour. However, progress was not universal and staff reported that offenders could be quick to regress if criticised for their behaviour, particularly if they felt that they had responded well to treatment before coming onto the PIPE and did not require any additional support from staff.

Consolidating treatment gains

Some offenders reported that receiving positive reinforcement from PIPE staff was a factor in helping them to consolidate and maintain treatment gains,11 as well as from other staff such as their Offender Manager. Feeling valued and having their self-worth promoted through a supportive environment was felt to have resulted in offenders successfully changing their behaviour, and reflect on their past and the underlying issues which had contributed to their current situation. This was particularly the case for women prisoners. However, staff also acknowledged the limitations of PIPE units in addressing very complex and problematic behaviours, but noted that offenders could receive one-to-one support from a Psychologist or their Offender Manager in such instances.

11 Consolidation of treatment gains is not a specific aim of AP PIPEs.
4.2 Perceived impact on PIPE staff

As discussed in section 2.2, PIPE staff received group supervision from their Clinical Lead. This was felt to have given them a better working knowledge of the PIPE and more skills in interacting with offenders, and enabled them to develop a deeper understanding of why people behave in the way they do. These changes in attitudes among some staff were reinforced by seeing the positive impact of the PIPE on offenders. However, staff who were less engaged with the PIPE model could undermine and cause problems. For example, some expressed reluctance at having to deliver personal officer/key worker sessions on top of their other responsibilities. Some of this reluctance was believed to stem from a lack of confidence in their abilities to deliver the PIPEs model.

It was noted that non-PIPE staff sometimes referred to PIPE staff as ‘fluffy’ or as having a ‘cushy number’ because of the time spent informally with offenders. Staff reported that when this happened they had to ignore it and not let it change their practices.

4.3 Perceived impact on establishment/wider probation area

Within prisons, there were some reports that the PIPE had a negative impact on the wider establishment because structured groups and personal officer/key worker sessions had, on occasion, taken prisoners away from other purposeful activity in the external environment. Some strategic and non-PIPE staff attributed this to Clinical Leads having raised expectations about what PIPEs can deliver and lacking an in-depth knowledge of how prisons operate. Some Clinical Leads also acknowledged that they themselves were not used to challenging existing prison regimes.

‘[The PIPE] is run by a non-operational psychologist who is fabulous at what they do… but I guess has less instinctive understanding of the operational environment. So, sometimes their expectations are beyond what we can deliver. It’s trying to… allow [the PIPE] to be the community that they are, but trying to challenge them about not becoming exclusive and elitist.’ (Strategic staff)

However, it was noted that this was not unique to implementing PIPEs, and was experienced when any new programme or intervention was introduced in the prison.
The AP PIPE was not fully understood by Offender Managers due to insufficient communication about the aims of the PIPE and how Offender Managers could support and encourage residents to engage with the opportunities available. Offender Managers had also reportedly been frustrated by the additional group sessions run by the PIPE, which had restricted the time available for them to conduct supervision meetings.

In terms of wider implementation, it is crucial that strategic staff are fully briefed and in post before the PIPE is rolled out, to help reduce these more negative impacts. There is also a need for non-PIPE staff to be fully informed about the aims and purpose of the PIPE, so that they can support its delivery.
5. **Key learning and implications**

This study was designed to explore the enabling features of PIPEs through qualitative research in three pilot sites. The findings will be of interest to NOMS and DH stakeholders, as well as staff involved in PIPE delivery. This chapter pulls together the key findings and explores the main implications of the research.

5.1 **Adopting a PIPE approach**

- If PIPEs are to be implemented more widely, a balance between provision of clear guidance from NOMS and DH and allowing sites to develop their PIPE according to the needs of their establishment and offender population was recommended.

- Communication about PIPEs needs to filter through all levels of operation so that there is appropriate strategic leadership within establishments as well as understanding across frontline staff, both within the PIPE and throughout the wider establishment/probation area. This is particularly important when non-PIPE staff have the potential to undermine the PIPE ethos or pursue goals in conflict with it. Communication also needs to extend to potential PIPE prisoners/AP residents so they are clear about the purpose of the PIPE.

- PIPE staff need to be aware of, and able to comply with, the PIPE way of working. This can be facilitated by a clearly defined team who undergo training and receive clinical supervision together. Inconsistent approaches and commitment by staff were recurring challenges identified throughout the research as impeding helpful and supportive interaction with offenders. To this end the Clinical Lead has a key role in supporting and developing staff. Recruiting appropriately skilled staff to these roles is therefore central to effective PIPE delivery.

- Having non-PIPE prisoners (or 'lodgers') on the unit can dilute the potential impact of the PIPE. It may be impractical to create units that are exclusively occupied by PIPE prisoners, but attention needs to be given to the impact of the mix of prisoners on the ethos and delivery of the PIPE.

5.2 **PIPE delivery**

- The case studies provide a number of lessons about the factors which promote healthy interaction between staff and offenders, and between offenders themselves. Staff
behaviours such as being respectful, supportive, available and honest were seen as key. Aspects of the physical environment, as well as involvement in structured groups, creative sessions, personal officer/key worker sessions and more informal activities were felt to facilitate these behaviours.

- Sites need to have protocols for how the PIPE fits in with the wider prison regime or probation area, to minimise the clash between PIPE activities and purposeful activity, and to encourage support from non-PIPE staff.

5.3 Implications for measuring outcomes

The intended service outcomes for PIPEs are as follows (NOMS & DH, 2012):

- Reduced sexual or violent re-offending as part of the wider PD strategy;
- A workforce that is confident and capable of working with complex needs such as PD;
- Improved (or sustained) levels of institutional behaviour;
- Improved psychological health of offenders;
- Effective movement through a clear pathway of intervention;
- Improved staff/offender relationships; and
- Sustained benefits gained through treatment programmes or a period in custody.

There are findings from this qualitative study which suggest positive outcomes arising from PIPEs. However, the research was carried out too soon after implementation to be more than tentative about these. Going forward, approaches to outcome measurement need to be sensitive to the varying contexts of individual sites and their different offender populations. However, this also needs to be balanced with a more explicit description of the model and the core elements to which PIPEs have to maintain fidelity.
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Appendix A: Methodology

This appendix gives further information about the research methodology.

A1 Offender sampling and recruitment

In-depth interviews were carried out with three offenders in each case study pilot site. The following recruitment process was adopted:

- NatCen provided introductory letters and consent forms to the research lead in each of the three sites, who gave these to PIPE prisoners and AP residents. These documents outlined the aims and nature of the research, and asked for consent to basic information about them being given to NatCen for research purposes. The research lead at each site collated the details of offenders who gave this consent and passed these to NatCen.

- These details were used to purposively select offenders for interview as far as possible, according to their age, index offence, sentence type, treatment history, and whether there was a formal diagnosis or indication of PD or other mental health problems.\(^{12}\)

- Invite letters were sent to the selected offenders and interviews were set up where they were willing to take part. Where they were not, new offenders were purposively selected from the details originally given by the research lead. The achieved sample is set out in Table A1 below.

Table A1 – Achieved sample of PIPE prisoners and AP residents (n=9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers across sites</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>18–30</th>
<th>31–40</th>
<th>41–50</th>
<th>51+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers across sites</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index offence</th>
<th>Sexual offence</th>
<th>Violence</th>
<th>Homicide</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers across sites</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence type</th>
<th>Life</th>
<th>Determinate</th>
<th>On licence</th>
<th>Community order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers across sites</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment history (accredited OBPs)</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers across sites</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{12}\) Information about this was not always given, and when it was it varied considerably in terms of the level of detail provided. Therefore it is not recorded here.
It is unlikely that the nine offenders interviewed fully reflected the diversity of views and experiences of PIPE prisoners/AP residents more widely. However, interviews with prisoners/AP residents with a range of experiences and circumstances were still achieved and met the aim of this research, which was to provide an objective articulation of PIPEs activity and identify its key ingredients.

A2 Topic guides
Tailored topic guides were used in all interviews and groups discussions to help ensure a consistent approach across interviews and between interviewers. However, the guides were used flexibly to allow interviewers to respond to the nature and content of each discussion, so the topics covered and their order varied between interviews. Interviewers used open, non-leading questions and answers were fully probed. Two of the topic guides are provided below as an example.

Topic guide for Operational and Clinical Leads
The main headings and sub-headings of the topic guide used for the interviews with Operational and Clinical Leads are provided below. Slightly different versions of this guide were used for the interviews/discussions with Governors/Managers, PIPE prison officers/hostel workers and staff external to the PIPE.

1. Introduction
   - Introduce self and NatCen
   - Explain the aims and objectives of the research
   - Explain confidentiality, anonymity and potential caveats
   - Interview practicalities
   - Questions

2. Background
   - Current position and brief overview of responsibilities

3. Implementation and foundations
   - Aims and objectives of PIPEs
   - Setting up a PIPE
     - Management
     - Building therapeutic environments
     - Establishing ground rules and responsibilities
4. Staffing the PIPE
- Identifying staff to work on the PIPE
- Staff training
- Ongoing support and supervision

5. Enabling features of PIPEs
- What features make a PIPE ‘enabling’ and how this differs from wider prison/probation area
  - Physical environment
  - Freedom, boundaries, democratic environment
  - Session content
  - Staff knowledge and skills
  - Relationships between staff and offenders
  - Offenders’ engagement with the regime/other opportunities
  - Extent to which the regime/other opportunities support PIPEs delivery/share its focus

6. PIPE delivery
- Journey of a PIPE prisoner/AP resident
  - Examples of successful and unsuccessful outcomes
    - Aspects of the PIPE that facilitated or impeded outcomes

7. Key learning and next steps
- Key lessons learnt and suggestions for improvements
- Wider roll out of PIPEs within secure estate/APs
- Any other areas of importance to cover
- Any questions for the research team
- Reassure regarding confidentiality
- Thank for their time
**Topic guide for PIPE prisoners and AP residents**

The main headings and sub-headings of the topic guide used for the interviews with PIPE prisoners and AP residents are provided below.

1. **Introduction**
   - Introduce self and NatCen
   - Explain the aims and objectives of the research
   - Explain confidentiality, anonymity and potential caveats
   - Interview practicalities
   - Questions

2. **Background**
   - Basic background information (name, age)
   - Offending, custodial and treatment history
   - Process of coming onto the PIPE

3. **Distinctive features of PIPEs**
   - Daily regime in PIPE compared to last prison/AP
     - Physical environment
     - Personal spaces
     - Activities
     - Enabling and disabling features

4. **Relationships with staff**
   - Staff approach to offenders
     - Knowledge and skills
     - Relationships between staff and offenders
     - Comparison to last prison/AP
   - Boundaries
     - How set and maintained
     - Differences or consistencies between individual staff members

5. **Relationships with other offenders**
   - Interaction between offenders
     - Relationships with other offenders
     - Views of offenders who have committed different offences to them
Comparison to other custodial environments
Any change over time and how

6. Activity off the PIPE
- Current ETE being undertaken
- Role of PIPE in facilitating this
- Knowledge of any assessments undertaken off the PIPE
- Sessions with Offender Managers

7. Impact of PIPE
- Perceptions of purpose of their time on the PIPE
- Impact of this on their behaviour
- Contribution of PIPE to own personal development
- Suggestions for improvements

8. Next steps
- Any other areas of importance to cover
- Any questions for the research team
- Reassure regarding confidentiality
- Thank for their time

A3 Analysis
Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Recordings were deleted once they had been transcribed. The interview data were then managed and analysed using the Framework approach developed by NatCen (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). This involved identifying the key topics and issues through familiarisation with the interview transcripts and observation data (video footage and handwritten notes). An analytical framework was then drawn up and a series of matrices set up, each relating to a different thematic issue. The columns in each matrix represented the key sub-themes or topics and the rows represented interviews or discussion groups with participants.

Data from the transcripts were then summarised into the appropriate cells. This meant that the data was ordered in a systematic way that was grounded in the participants' own accounts, while oriented to the research objectives. The Framework method has recently
been embedded into NVivo version 10.\textsuperscript{13} This software enables a highly flexible approach to the creation of matrices, enabling new columns or ‘themes’ to be added during the data management process as required. The software also allowed the summarised data from the research to be hyperlinked to the verbatim transcripts, so that each part of every transcript that was relevant to a particular theme was noted, ordered and accessible. This enabled the analysts to move from the more abstracted summary to the original data, depending on the level of analysis and detail required. The final analytic stage involved working through the charted data, drawing out the range of experiences and views, identifying similarities and differences and interrogating the data to seek to explain emergent patterns and findings. Verbatim interview quotations are provided in this report to highlight themes and findings where appropriate.

\textsuperscript{13} http://www.qsrinternational.com/support_faqs_detail.aspx?view=1057